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You have to have a source of feathers before you can start
processing them! Well, Mark (left) invited myself and Sandy Hyrcyk
to join him and his guiding brother Carl (right) on an early season
shoot in north-central Saskatchewan. This is where it all began. Two
days of extraordinary hunting. Limits of geese and ducks. Fantastic
memories! Special thanks to Carl’s wife Sandra and his son
Christopher. Great host and hospitality!

We had to get those feathers home … regulations say “One Wing attached!” No feathers in
there … just good ole goose pepperoni! Once the meat is processed and put in the freezer the goose
wings are set aside in the garage to dry-out. For the next three and one- half months, while the wings
dried, I picked up the bow and chased game. When the season was over it was back to preparing
feathers.

Part 1: Making a Feather Book
Part 2: Processing the Feathers

Part 1: Making a Feather Book
After doing research on the net and viewing videos on feather processing my next task was to
make a “feather book”, which is essentially a clamp to hold the feather securely during the grinding /
sanding process. I won’t bore you with the details but there was some trial and error at this stage. I
suggest staying away from hand-held belt sanders and lighter weight metals as clamping material. In
the end I used a couple of old door hinges and a large drywall trowel. I asked President Barber if he
would help out with the design and assembly. You see Mark is as comfortable around a mig-welder and
grinding wheel as he is around a bow and arrow.

Turn a drywall trowel & hinge into a feather book.

Cut 1” strip off the drywall
trowel.

We tore the trowel apart and cut two, one-inch strips off the length. The hinges were dismantled
including the end caps. The ends of the hinges were carefully aligned and welded. Accuracy is
important at this stage or you may have difficulty getting the hinge back together. Next, trowel strips
were welded to the inside length of the hinge, a little more grinding and voila! Time to smooth those
feathers!

Part 2: Processing the Feathers
The anatomy of the wing:

The author bends back and breaks the carpometacarpus structure from the radius/ulna. Have your cutters
ready in case you need them to finish the cut. The carpometacarpus, which are like our finger and toe bones,
hold all the primary flight feathers.

Remove the primaries one at a time. Slip your finger under the feather you're going to cut, slide it down as
far as it will go, bend the feather at 90 degrees and snip it off with your cutters. It is recommended you keep
feathers in groups so you will have good consistency with fletches later on. The author keeps the first three
feathers off every wing in a group, then the next three and then the last three.

Once the feathers are removed and grouped, it's time to split
them. You'll need a thin sharp knife. The author uses a scalpel, but
a utility knife should work. Also, you should do this work on a
suitable surface like a cutting board or cutting mat.

Insert the scalpel blade into the quill about an inch from the end. As the blade starts to cut the quill, stop
pulling the knife and switch to pulling the feather through the stationary blade. The feather pulling technique will
increase the length of useable feather produced. Don't worry if the split isn't perfect as the ends are very thin.
When the first cut is complete, flip the feather over and finish cutting the quill. You now have two parts - the
outer vane and the inner vane. The inner portion will become your fletch.

The author saves the smaller, outer vane
for his artistic daughter who uses them to
paint pictures.

Examine the feather and determine the area which will make
the best fletch. Snip off the quill and the very soft feathering. You’ll
want to cut out about six inches of feather so be careful not to snip
off too much soft feathering. Mark your cutting surface with the
desired length, lay the feather along that length and then cut. You
now have a feather ready for the smoothing process.

Feather Sanding & Smoothing
The next step is to remove the bulk of the “rachis” which is the white air-filled epithelial pith in
the central feather support but I still needed an adequate sanding tool. I had been thinking about options
but as luck would have it when we finished assembling the feather-book in Mark’s garage he showed
me his bench top sander. We tried it on a couple of test feathers and it proved well. The speed was
much slower than the hand-held belt sander and produced good quality feathers.

Placing the feather in the feather book clamp.

Place the raw feather in the feather-book and slowly close. The central core should be sticking
out. Close the book finger tight, center the vice grips and apply some pressure to keep everything in
place. As you increase the pressure on the vice grips gently tap the feather so the core sits along the
edge of the feather-book and squeeze the grips closed.
The feather is now ready to be smoothed. Take your time during this part of the process. Don’t
be in a hurry to remove too much material too quickly. It’s better to remove small amounts with many

passes than being too aggressive. I found sanding the outside edge first and then smoothing the bottom
produced a better quality feather.

Sanding & smoothing the feather sides.

When you smooth the bottom you’ll see one end has more pith material than the other end. Try
to sand in a way that the thick material is reduced down to the thin material. If you start sanding the
feather flat you will remove too much pith at the thin end resulting in a poor quality feather. I suggest
you practice on a few test feathers to get the feel of how you and the tools work together.

Sanding & smoothing the feather bottom.

The final result should be less material on the sides and a
flat pith surface. Reducing the amount of pith and smoothing
produces a much better surface to attach the finished fletch to the
arrow shaft. Be reminded that every feather will be different. No
two feathers will be identical.
Well there you have it! A bag full of feathers ready to
become fletches but I just can’t leave it there … I have to show
you the end product; the reason we are doing all this work.
There won’t be much detail here as I’ll leave that for
someone else to explain. In a nutshell you chop your feather to
create the fletch, put the fletch in the fletching clamp, apply glue,
put it on the fletching jig and set it on the arrow. Once it is dry
enough, remove and repeat until your arrow is complete.

Time to cut and glue your fletch to your arrows.

I truly enjoy the color of the
natural goose wing fletch.
Have fun!!!

